Number of Hits (run6126044)

- **nLEhitintray**
  - Entries: 2
  - Mean: 0.5
  - RMS: 0

- **nLEhitineast**
  - Entries: 2
  - Mean: 7
  - RMS: 1.5

- **nLEhitchininwest**
  - Entries: 2
  - Mean: 4
  - RMS: 2.5

- **nLehitchanintray**
  - Entries: 2
  - Mean: 0.5
  - RMS: 0

- **nLEhitchanineast**
  - Entries: 2
  - Mean: 3.5
  - RMS: 0

- **nLehitchaninwest**
  - Entries: 2
  - Mean: 2
  - RMS: 0.5
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Entries: 2
Mean: 0
RMS: 0
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Tray ToT (run6126044)

TrayToT1h

Entries: 0
Mean: 0
RMS: 0

TrayToT_vs_chan2h